10 MINERS ARE RESCUED FROM BURNING MINE

Bodies of Five Others Recovered; One Trapped, Is Still Missing

EARLINTON, Ky., Nov. 17.—Ten miners were rescued today from the burning Arnold Soal Mine near here. Bodies of five others were recovered. One other person, trapped in the mine, was still missing.

The rescue was effected by tunneling around the fire which had shut off the single entry of the mine and came twenty hours after the flames broke out.

Those entombed in the mine are three white men and thirteen negroes. One other negro in the mine was working close to the entrance and discovered the fire soon enough to make his escape. He spread the alarm and mine rescue teams from nearby coal mining cities were called on for assistance. The rescue teams worked tirelessly all night in the meagre hope that the men would still be alive when reached.

Huddled together in a little group near the blazing entrance of the mine this morning were the wives and families of the entrapped men. They had kept a sorrowful and tireless vigil throughout the night in the faint hope their beloved ones would be spared them. The whites and blacks are drawn together, the disaster affecting them both. Grief stricken and weeping, they stand watching the smoke pour from the burning mine forming an incentive for greater efforts from the rescuers.